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d. Bond types (single, double, taple, aromatih)

e. How to detect topological syminetry

ft How to conmpute degree of unsaturation fro pittcal formiule

g. How to draw reasonable planar proyections of molecular sactures

bh, How to generate all isomers metuding fused rings, spice formy, ele

i. How to generate all stereaisorners

j. How tofind cyctes and arbitranly complex subgraphs

k. How tpfind the greatest common subgraph among a et of graphs

1. How to label nades and edges of graphs in all distinct ways, taking account of

symmetry

m. How to simulate specific chemucal transtormations, such as synthettc réactlooy

. Knowledge of chemical stability

a. Twenty classes of unstable acyclic structures known: any others can be speciticd

b. How to recognize keto-enol tantomensin, other tantomers cao he spect

c. Terpenc rule

d. tsoprene rule

e. Bredt☂s rule

Koowledge of mass spectrometry

a. How toinfer the formula of any molecular ion

b. How to compute results of any specified fragmentation and rearrangement

c¢. How topredict metastable peaks and use them for confirmation of inferences

d. Rule of charge placement on fragments (hut not on atoms}

ec. talf-order theory produces rough prediction of actual spectra

{. Refined theory can he added tor any family of structures (now available for

ketones, ethers, alcohals, amines, thiols, thivethers, estrogenic steronds, keto.

androstanes, marine sterols, and aromatic acids}

g. McLaflerty rearrangement. water elimination, carbon munaude elimmation,

carbon dioxide elimination, and elimination of other user defined ☜neutral

species☝

th. Orstinguishes high. and low-resolution spectra

i. Distingurshes low voltage and high voltage measurements

Knowledge sofavailable to DENDRAL

a. Three-dimensional structure (except of sterevisomerisin)

b. Polymeric structures

c. Quantum mechanical explanations of mass spectrometry processes

d. Electronegativity .

ec. Physteal properties such as dipole moment. molecular suscepubtity. melting

: point, crystal structure, and many others

ne
☜
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In addition, afl the knowledge of LISP ts presupposed by the Dt NDR AL programs

: For example, arithmetic and set theoretic operativns. sy mbol manipulation interpreta

☁ tion of complex procedures, and countless bookkeeping aper:nons Considerable

amounts of code are devoted to keeping track of intermediate results 18 the overall

processing This ☜specialized bookkeeping☝ knowledge is not very profound, set 101s

indispensable for the integration of many complex procedures.
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sblen solving procedures in DENDRAL are still very special purpose,

Making the procedures, and knowledge base, more genera!

iden of debugging thent inmost cases!

92.2 How by Knowledge Employed in Heuristic DENDRAL and
Meta-DENDRAL?

to Chapter }owe descuibed the enuamvzation of problem-satving systems. The magor hr.

furwation was between sltonthins and hearst prograas, Heuristic programs were

subprodlems or as gencration

of candidates trom a space of potential selunony. tts also posable that a problem

spe consists of partial solutions, asain the HEARSAY speech-understanding system,

[Erinan and Besser (2878), among others} A space of partial solutions isan cffect 4

co ration Obs space Of solutions and a apace ol subproblems.

in either case, search or generation, the alternatives considered may be limited to

those known tobe legal ay cording te a given tule. arto thase that are merely plausible. Q

\

 

further Gharactenized as cither search throurh a space
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In each case, problem solving may termumate with the discovery of a satisfactory solu-

tion. or proceed until the optmal sotution is found

To this mitial division of heunstic programs, we added the concept of planning as

exemplitied by the planning phase of DENDRAL☂s basic solution generation method. ro

More generally, the use of planaing can lead to computational economies in two ways.

Planning can prante the space dot subproblems of solutions) by elemimating sectionsof

itoand dicecting search to certain other sections, or it can guide the problemsolving. \

either by ordenegt the search generation sequence. or by modifying subproblem/

   

solution camidate to produce the newt, using a hilichmbing (evolutionars | aethod.

in the hybod case of a space of partial solutions. both pruning and guidance methods

are apphoable

Planning, furthermore. may be characterized along a different dimension. It may

he dataatriven or expectatonariven Dataadriven planning begins by examinagon of ☂

date (from instruments, perhaps) and attempts to induce hypotheses to account for it

bapectationdaven planning begins with a medel of the phenomenon and uses it toes-

tablish expectations .

{115 possible to establish a taxonomy of problem-solving systems based on these

tour binary characteristics (1) subproblem space versus solution space, (2) legal versus t

plausible alternatives considered. (2) pruning heuristics versus guidance heuristics, and

(4) data driven versus expectahion-adniven While such a taxonomyis useful. it should

he remembered that the values of these dimensions are not muttally exclusive nor es
"e
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Haustive. amb indeed greater power will probably derive fromfuture ov stems that com:

Kine these methods 1 wart us ways
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